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This paperdescribes Cassini orbit determinationresults from the first Venus flyby
the
through the Earth flyby. Emphasis is placed on orbitdeterminationmodelingand
resultingorbitsolutions.
Key solutionssupportingmaneuverdesigns
are compared
flyby
againstreconstructedtrajectoryresults.Reconstructedmaneuverandplanetary
events are provided.

INTRODUCTION
The Cassini mission is designed to study the
planet Saturn and its satellites, rings,
and magnetosphere. The Cassini spacecraft, consisting of both a Saturn orbiter and a Titan
atmosphericprobe, willbe injectedintoorbitaroundSaturn
on 1 July 2004. Duringthe
first orbit, the Huygens probe
will separate from the orbiter and descend through Titan’s
atmosphere.Theorbiter
will continueonafour-yeartour
of theSaturn system, with
multiple close flybys of Titan and several flybys of selected icy satellites.
Cassini’s interplanetary trajectory from Earth to Saturn includes gravity assists from
1 is a
two Venus flybys (Venus 1 and Venus 2), an Earth flyby, and a Jupiter flyby. Figure
diagram of this trajectory as seen from the north ecliptic pole. A previous paper’ described
Cassini orbitdeterminationfromlaunchthroughthefirst
Venus flyby.Thefocus
of this
paper is orbit determination from just past the first Venus flyby through the Earth flyby, the
bold portion of the Figure 1 trajectory path.
The Cassini mission was extremelysuccessfulduringthisperiod,
as all orbit
determinationgoals and requirementsweremet.
Orbit determinationresults were used to
achieve several objectives, includingmaintenance of theactualtrajectory to a predefined
nominaltrajectory,efficient
use of propellant,spacecraftsafety,
mission and science
planning, and science data reduction. Most notably, orbit determination performed
during
this period allowed Cassini to be successfully navigated through flybys of Venus and Earth.
In thefollowingsections,informationregarding
Cassini orbitdetermination from
thefirst Venus flybythroughtheEarthflybyispresented.Thespacecrafttrajectory
is
characterized first, followed by a brief description of the impact of Cassini’s flight attitude
and thruster geometry on the spacecraft’s orbital dynamics. Next, orbit determination filter
inputs and setuparediscussed.Theseincludeadescription
of trackingdataand a priori
modelsforestimated and consideredparameters. Results fromselectedorbitsolutionsare
presented and compared against the current best reconstructed trajectory.
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TRAJECTORY
DESCRIPTION
Cassini lift off occurred from
Cape
Canaveral Air Station aboard a Titan
IVB/Centaur launch systematthe
opening of the launch windowon
15October 1997.
Approximately 40 minutes later, the spacecraft was successfully injected into a hyperbolic
Earth escape trajectory. An estimate of the spacecraft state at injection was relayed from
Lockheed Martin to theJet Propulsion Laboratory and used as the starting point for the
ensuing interplanetary orbit determination analysis.
Five Trajectory Correction Maneuvers (TCMs) were scheduled to occur between the
Venus 1 and Venus 2 encounters to ensure Cassini's arrival at the targeted Venus 2
aimpoint on 24June1999.TCM4,planned
for14 May 1998 to clean up orbit errors
magnified by the Venus 1 flyby, was canceled because it was not needed.' The Deep Space
Maneuver (DSM) was executed on 3 December1998 to set up the Venus 2 flyby. The
DSM was designed to slow the spacecraft near apoapsis, lowering the subsequent periapsis
and increasing the flight path angle at Venus. TCM6 was performed on 4 February 1999 to
clean up trajectory errors due mainly to a DSM pointing error. TCM7, executed on 18 May
1999, removed a pre-Venus 2 bias. TCM8, scheduled for 10 June 1999 as a pre-Venus 2
cleanup maneuver, was canceled because it was not needed.3
Four maneuvers were performed between the Venus 2 and Earth encounters to
target Cassini to its designed Earth flybyaimpoint on 18 August 1999.These maneuvers
were executed to incrementally adjust the trajectory to a seriesof biased aimpoints as set
forth in the Cassini Earth Swingby Plan.4.5 The dates of the maneuvers were as follows:
TCM9 on 6 July 1999, TCMlO on 19 July 1999, TCM11 on 2 August 1999 and TCM12 on
11 August 1999. A post-Earth cleanup maneuver, TCM13, was performed on 31 August
1999.
The spacecraft geocentric declination is shown in Figure 2 for the Cassini trajectory
between the Venus 1 and Earth flybys.Many
previous papers have demonstrated the
limitations of Doppler
data
at low declination^.^.^ During this period, however, the
declination was within 5" of zero for only about 20 days just past the Venus 1 flyby. In the
launch to Venus 1 phase of the mission, heliocentric range of the spacecraft was significant
because itwas nearly constant for portions of the trajectory.' Thismade it difficult to
distinguish between the accelerations induced by solar pressure, which vary with the inverse
square of heliocentric range, and thoseinduced
by the radio-isotopethermoelectric
generators (RTGs). For the Venus 1 to Earth phase,however, the heliocentric range varied
significantly as shown in Figure 3, allowing for effective separation of these accelerations.
Noteworthy events includeaphelion (heliocentric range1.58 AU) on 7 December
1998, solar opposition on 10 January 1999, perihelion (heliocentric range 0.72 AU) on 29
June 1999 and inferior solar conjunction on 17 August 1999.

FLIGHT
ATTITUDE
AND
CONTROL
The Cassini spacecraft, shown in Figure 4, is three-axis stabilized. While within 2.7
AU of the Sun, the spacecraft -Z axis is nominally pointed at the Sun and the spacecraft -X
axis is then pointed as close towards Earth as possible. In this attitude, the high gain antenna
(HGA) shades and protects Cassini from adverse thermal conditions while communications
are accomplished via one of the two omni-directional low gain antennae (LGA). Exceptions
to this orientation exist for limited durations, most notably while executing maneuvers and
during a 25 day Instrument Checkout (ICO) period centered around solar opposition on 9
January 1999 (-Z axis is Earth pointed instead of Sun pointed).
During the Venus 1 to Earth period, Cassini's flight attitude was controlled with the
Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS), a set of 1 Newton monopropellant thrusters. The RCS is
composed of four thruster clusters, each containing four thrusters. Two of the thrusters on
each cluster are redundant.Figure 5 , a simplified drawing of the plane containingthese
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thrusters, shows the location and AV direction for each thruster. Roll attitude is controlled
with the coupled thrusters aligned parallel to the spacecraft Y axis (Y-thrusters). Even
though they are coupled, maintaining roll attitude with the Y-thrusters may impart a residual
AV to the spacecraft because of thruster force mismatch and alignment offsets. These AVs
have not been observed, however, because they are very small.
Because the Z-thrusters are uncoupled, maintaining pitch and yaw attitude imparts
anobservable AV to the spacecraft in the -Z direction. Since the -Z axis remains Sun
pointed, visibility of this AV varies with the Earth-spacecraft-Sun angle (Figure 6). The best
visibility occurs near solar opposition (Earth-spacecraft-Sun angle = 0") and solar
conjunction (Earth-spacecraft-Sun angle = 180") when the AV is directed along the line of
sight. The worstvisibility occurs when theangle is around 90" andthe AV is directed
perpendicular to the line of sight.
The RCSis also used to execute small trajectory correction maneuvers. Cassini's
main engine, a redundant 445 N bipropellant system, is used to execute large maneuvers.
For the Venus 1 to Earth period discussed here, only TCM7 was executed using the RCS.
All other TCMs, including the post-Earth TCM13 maneuver, were performed using the main
engine.

TRACKING
DATA
Cassini is equipped with two low gain andone high gain antennae. Because the
HGA has been sun-pointed, the two LGA's have been used to transpond tracking data
through most of the inner solar system cruise. The HGA was used during solar opposition
and will be used again when the spacecraft heliocentric range exceeds 2.7 AU.
Tracking data was acquired by the Deep Space Network (DSN), with complexes in
Spain, Australia, and the United States. X-band one-way Doppler, two-way Doppler and
range, and three-way Doppler data types were collected. Two-way data, in which the uplink
anddownlink stations are the same, were theprimarydata types utilized for determining
Cassini's orbit. One-way Doppler, in which the spacecraft generates the signal downlinked
to Earth, and three-way data, inwhich theuplinkand
downlink stations are different, are
more prone to systematic biases and therefore served primarily as sanity checks on the twoway data. Thirty-four meter aperture Beam Waveguide (BWG) and High-Efficiency (HEF)
ground antennae acquired two-way tracking data. These antennae plus the 70 m aperture
antennae acquired one-way and three-way data.
Doppler data was generally compressed to five minute intervals and was weighted
between 0.2 and 1.0 m d s (based on a one minute count time). Range data was acquired at
intervals varying between 5 and 30 minutes, depending on the available signal strength, and
was weighted between 5 m and 100 m. Troposphere and ionosphere calibrations were
applied to all data.
Radiometric tracking data was scheduled continuously around the Venus and Earth
encounters. Early in the Venus 1 to Venus 2 period, tracking was acquired at one pass per
week. Starting at Venus 2 minus 90 days, this was increased to 1 pass per 2 days, and then 1
pass per day starting at Venus 2 minus 50 days. Between Venus 2 and Earth, a level of 2
passes per day was maintained. Generally, coverage was balanced between northern and
southern hemisphere passes, enabling a better determination of spacecraft declination.
Optical navigation data is not scheduled to beginuntiloneyearprior
to Saturn orbit
insertion.8

A PRlORl MODELS
Radiometric tracking data were combined with a priori models to refine estimates of
several spacecraft dynamic parameters. In addition, certain systematic error sources were
'considered', i.e., some parameter errors were accounted for without actually estimating the
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parameters themselves. In thissection, a priori models fromthe current best-determined
orbit are described. The current best-determined orbit is a reconstruction of the Venus 1 to
Earth trajectory and is based on data covering the period from 7 days after Venus 1 closest
approach to 15 days after the Earth closest approach. A priori models of estimated
parameters include the spacecraft state,AVs, non-gravitational accelerations, and Earth and
Venus ephemerides. A priori models of considered parametersinclude tracking station
locations and media calibrations.

Spacecraft State
A priori values and uncertainties constraining the spacecraft state were initially based
on state and covariance estimates from the preceding data arc solution. After a few weeks of
tracking, these constraints were replaced with a diagonalcovariance of essentially infinite
variance, allowing orbit solutions to converge more quickly. By this time, the information
content of the trackingdataalone
was sufficient to adequatelydeterminethespacecraft
state.

AVs
TCMs were modeled as finite bums and 47 events were modeled as impulsive AV's,
as listed in Tables 1 and 2. Several impulsive AVs were associated with each TCM sequence.
About 30 minutes prior to a TCM, the Attitude and Articulation Control Subsystem (AACS)
deadbands were tightened. Then roll and yawwind turns were performed to orient the
spacecraft to the maneuver attitude. Following the maneuver burn, yaw and roll unwind
turns were executed to orient the spacecraft back to its nominal attitude. For all main
engine TCMs following the DSM, another set of turns, the pointing-bias-fix wind and
unwind turns, were implemented to correct for a -0.9" pointing bias.3
Whileit is advantageous to acquire tracking datathroughout
the entire TCM
sequence in order to separately estimate the burn and turns, this is notalways possible;
turning to thedesigned
burn attitude may prevent visibility between groundtracking
stations and the spacecraft antennae. For the DSM, TCM6,TCM7 and TCM13, sufficient
tracking was obtained to allow separate estimates of the burn and turns for each maneuver.
For TCM9 through TCM12, sufficient tracking was not acquired for the duration of each
sequence. Therefore, for TCM9 through TCM12, nominal values for the pointing-bias-fix
turns were modeled, and the roll and yaw turns were combined with the burn for a 'total'
AV estimate. Nominal TCM values listed in Table 1 account for whether the maneuver was
treated as a burn-only or total AV. Reconstructed TCM parameters were estimated with
infinite a priori uncertainties to ensure that the solutions were driven by the data and not a
priori assumptions.

Table 1
A PRlORl TCM MODELS
Start Time (UTC)

*DSM
*TCM6
*TCM7
tTCM9
?TCM1o
t~~~ 1 1
+TCM 12
13

A Priori Values
(Magnitude, RA, DEC)
( m h deg,deg)

03 DEC 1998 06:OO:OO
(449.962,
3.889,
-2.769)
04 FEB 1999 20:OO:OO
( 11.530,
305.054,
-10.764)
18 MAY 1999 17:OO:OO
( 0.230,
255.415,
-8.534)
17:OO:OO
( 43.544, 265.270, 44.055) 06 JUL 1999
19 JUL 1999 16:OO:OO
( 5.133,
274.781,
66.114)
02 AUG 1999 21:30:00
( 36.309,
62.317,
15.339)
11 AUG 1999 15:30:00
( 12.256,
293.272,
76.462)
31 AUG 1999 16:OO:OO *TCM
( 6.696,
76.304,
24.233)

Note: Right ascension and declination are in Earth Mean Equator of 2000 coordinates.
* TCM modeled as a bum-only AV.
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TCM modeled as a total AV (burn + roll turns + yaw turns).

Besides the turns associated with TCMs, impulsive AVs were modeled to account for
28 May 1998,
otherevents.One
such event was theProbe AGC Exerciseoccurringon
which imparted a AVof about 10 mm/s to the spacecraft. Reaction Wheel Assembly (RWA)
Maintenance Activities, required periodically to lubricate the reaction wheel bearings, caused
the RCS to respond with a AV of about 1 mm/s as the reaction wheels were spun up. Several
eventsduringthe
IC0 period were modeled,includingincreased
RCS thruster firing
associated with aspacecraftsafingincident.
AVs associated withRCS firing to counter
gravity gradienteffectsduringtheVenus
2 and Earthflybys were accountedfor.Other
activities modeledneartheEarthflyby
were the VIMS coverrelease,theMagnetometer
Boom(MagBoom)deployment,andpre-andpost-Earthrollturns.
Two small AVs
associated with increased RCS thrusting observed in spacecraft telemetry were modeled after
TCM6 and Earth closest approach. These were most likely caused by AACS stabilization,
which may occurafter TCMs and othersignificantevents.
While this phenomenon is
usually best modeled withan acceleration(described in the followingsection),telemetry
dataoccasionally reveals asudden jump inthruster activity which aremoreeffectively
modeled as impulsive AVs.

Table 2
A M O R / IMPULSIVE AV MODELS
A Priori Value

Time (UTC)
Probe AGC Exercise
RWA Maintenance
RWA Maintenance
Pre-DSM AACS Deadband Tightening
*DSM Roll Wind Turn
*DSM Yaw Wind Turn
*DSM Yaw Unwind Turn
*DSM Roll Unwind Turn
RWA Maintenance
Turn to HGA Earth-Point (KO)
CAPSMIMI Activity (ICO)
Spacecraft Safing (KO)
Turn to HGA Earth-Point (KO)
SPICA Imaging Activity (ICO)
Radar Activity AACS Deadband Tightening (ICO)
Turn to HGA Sun-Point (ICO)
Pre-TCM6 AACS Deadband Tightening
TCM6 Roll Wind Turn
*TCM6 Yaw Wind Turn
*TCM6 Pointing-Bias-Fix Wind Turn
*TCM6 Pointing-Bias-Fix Unwind Turn
*TCM6 Yaw Unwind Turn
TCM6 Roll Unwind Turn
Post-TCM6 AACS Stabilization
RWA Maintenance
*TCM7 Yaw Wind Turn
*TCM7 Yaw Unwind Turn
RWA Maintenance
RCS Firing to Counter Venus Gravity Gradient
Pre-TCM9 AACS Deadband Tightening
Pre-TCMIO AACS Deadband Tightening
Pre-TCMI 1 AACS Deadband Tightening
Pre-TCM12 AACS Deadband Tightening

28MAY199821:35:57
29JUN199807:18:57
23 SEP 1998 13:03:57
03 DEC 1998 05:21:36
03 DEC 1998 05:37:16
03 DEC 1998 05151141
03 DEC 1998 07:37:02
03 DEC 1998 07:51:27
18 DEC 1998 12:28:57
28 DEC 1998 04:18:57
08 JAN 1999 02:18:26
12 JAN 1999 00:03:56
15 JAN 1999 11:44:56
16 JAN 1999 23:34:56
18 JAN 1999 21:08:56
21 JAN 1999 19:43:56
04 FEB 1999 19:36:57
04 FEB 1999 19:47:34
04FEB 1999 1954x19
04FEB 1999 19~5552
04 FEB 1999 20:02:41
04FEB 1999 20:05:15
04FEB 1999 2012:OO
04 FEB 1999 22:58:56
09 MAR 1999 15:58:56
18 MAY 1999 16:50:52
18 MAY 1999 17112124
19 JUN 1999 2023:56
24 JUN 19992029:55
06 JUL 1999 16:26:16
19 JUL 1999 15:27:31
02 AUG 1999 20:53:28
11 AUG 1999 14:57:50
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(mmls)

1

I

1

I

(1.0, 0.0, -10.0)
-1.4
-1 .o

0.0
(0.0, 0.0,O.O)
(6.1, -4.6, -3.4)
(6.1, -4.6, -3.4)
(0.0, 0.0,O.O)
-1.2
(-0.5, 0.0, -4.5)
(-3.1, 0.0, -52.8)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(-0.5, 0.0, -4.5)
(-3.7, -0.1, -32.1)
0.0
(-0.5, 0.0, -4.5)
0.0
0.0
(6.1, -8.1, -3.5)
(2.4, -2.8, -1.0)
(2.4, -2.8, -1.0)
(6.1, -8.1, -3.5)
0.0
0.0
-1 .O
(5.0, -5.4, -1.1)
(5.0, -5.4, -1.1)
-1.2
-0.7
-3.0
-3.0
-3.0
-3.0

1-0 A P r i ~ r i
Uncertainty (mm/s)
(5.0, 1.0, 5.0)
1.o
1.o
5.0
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
1.o
(0.5, 0.5,2.5)
(30.0, 30.0, 30.0)
(1.0. 1.0, 10.0)
(0.5,0.5, 2.5)
(30.0, 30.0, 30.0)

(0.5, 0.5, 2.5)
05

1.o
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)

0.5
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)

1 .O
1 .n

Note:Asterisk (*) indicates AV inEarthMeanEquator of 2000 coordinates, otherwise in spacecraft-fixed coordinates. Single
values indicate only spacecraft-fixed z-component estimated.
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Non-gravitational Accelerations
Two accelerations spanning the entire data arc and
several others spanning only a
few days were estimated, as listed in Table 3 . Accelerations induced by solar pressure and
asymmetricradio-isotopethermoelectricgenerator(RTG)radiationforces
span theentire
dataarc.Shortdurationaccelerations
have alsobeenobservedafter
several of theevents
listed in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 3
A PRlORl NON-GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION MODELS

Note: Spacecraft-fixed coordinates. Single acceleration values indicate only spacecraft-fixed z-component estimated.
* Time constant modeled but not estimated for this acceleration.

Thelargest of theestimatedaccelerations is due to solar pressure. Solar pressure
may be
inducedaccelerations
varywith the inversesquare of heliocentricrangeand
separated into two parts. First, there is a direct effect accelerating the spacecraft
away from
thesun.Second,thereis
an indirecteffectcaused
by the RCS’ responsetospacecraft
torquesinduced by solarpressure.Z-thrustersfiretocountertorquesand,becausethe
spacecraft is Sun-pointed, will accelerate the spacecraft towards the sun. Prior to the Mag
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Boom deployment, the direct effect was around seven times larger than the indirect effect.
was 32 x
At perihelion, just after the Venus 2 flyby, the direct nominal acceleration
km/s2.AftertheMag
Boom deployment,direct and indirectsolarpressureeffects
were
predicted to be nearly the same magnitude - the two effects would nearly cancel each other.
Because of the Mag Boom’s long moment arm, the direct solar pressure effect increased by
around 18%, while the indirect effect increased by more than 700%.
An a priori uncertainty of approximately 3.5% of the nominal value constrains the
estimates of the solar pressure direct accelerations. Solar pressure effective areas, a synthesis
of the actual sunlit areas and reflectivity coefficients, were estimated for the direct effect.
An a priori uncertainty of 100% of the nominal value constrains the estimates of the solar
an effective
torqueaccelerations.Thecombination
of solarpressureeffectiveareastimes
a priori
momentarm
were estimatedfortheindirecteffect.Thelargeproportional
uncertainty was used for the solar torque model to account for such inefficiencies
as RCS
double-sided limit cycling. Estimates of solar pressure and solar torque parameters after the
MagBoomdeploymentare
not includedherebecausethetrackingdataarcis
very short
and subject to many z-thruster events which tend to corrupt the estimate. The nominal postMag Boom solar torque value of (27.07, -1.23, 0.00) m3 is expected to be the best estimate.
Anotheraccelerationspanningtheentiredata
arc isdue to asymmetricradiation
forces from the spacecraft RTGs. Three RTGs are located in a plane perpendicular to the zaxis near the base of the spacecraft. Radiation from these sources is emitted in all directions
but is partially reflected back by the high gain antenna and shielding. This reflectance has
the effect of accelerating the spacecraft in the -z direction, or towards the Sun. Because the
RTG power degrades with a time constant of over 100 years, this force is constant for all
A priori 1-0 uncertainties in the RTG
practicalpurposes
and ismodeledassuch.
acceleration components were assumed to be 50% of their nominal values, as derived from
Reference 9.
Severalshortdurationaccelerations
have alsobeenestimated.Theseacceleration
models extend for at most a few days and are caused by z-thruster firings above the level
required to control spacecraft torques induced by solar pressure and the RTGs. Short-term
accelerations associated with post-maneuver RCS thrusting for TCM7 through TCM13 have
beenmodeled, aswell asonethataccountsforthrustingobservedaftertheMagBoom
deployment. All short
duration
accelerations
were modeled
as
decaying
exponential
a priori
functions,defined
by initialacceleration
values andtimeconstants.Infinite
uncertainties were used in the estimation of these parameters. Thruster telemetry
has been
useful in constructing model inputs for these events. Activity in the 2 3 thruster was closely
correlated to the occurrence of RCS double-sided limit cycling and was therefore a reliable
indicator of thrusting above nominal levels. Figure 7 shows 2 3 thruster cumulative on-time
telemetry data plotted for the period immediately following TCM12. The thrusting profile,
approximatelyexponential in nature,isclearlyseeninthetelemetry.Startandend
times
for the acceleration were easily extracted from the data and implemented to the model.
In
addition,estimatedaccelerations
and timeconstants were compared to thetelemetry for
corroboration. This procedure was used to effectively characterize and model each
of the
short duration accelerations from Venus 1 to Earth.

Other A Priori Models
To adequatelyfitthetrackingdataacquiredduringthe
Venus andEarthflybys,
Earth and Venus ephemerides were estimated. A priori ephemeris values and uncertainties
arefromplanetaryephemerisDE-405.Trackingstationlocations
and mediacalibrations
were considered, i.e., accountedforwithoutbeingestimated.Stationlocationsare
from
Reference 10, except Deep Space Stations (DSS) 34 and 54, which have since been modified
to include the results of recent surveys. A priori station location uncertainties of 0.5 m are
modeled. Media calibrations are provided by the Tracking System and Analytic Calibration
group at JPL. A priori uncertainties for dry and wet troposphere calibrations are 1 and 4 cm
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respectively. A priori uncertaintiesfornight
cm respectively.

and day ionospherecalibrationsare

1 and 5

ORBIT
DETERMINATION
RESULTS
Many orbit determination solutions were generated and analyzed from the Venus 1
flybythroughthe
Earth flyby. Sensitivities to variouscombinations of data types, data
weights, data arc lengths, a priori values and uncertainties, and other factors were analyzed.
Orbit determination results discussed in this section represent key solutions used to design
lists thenames,purposes,
TCMs andreconstructthe Venus I to Earthtrajectory.Table4
and
tracking
data
arc lengths of these
orbit
determination
solutions.
The
naming
conventionrefers to when orbitdeterminationproductsbecameavailable.Forinstance,
V2M48D specifies product availability at Venus 2 Minus 48 Days, EM22D at Earth Minus
22 Days.

Table 4
SUMMARY OF SELECTED ORBIT SOLUTIONS
Identifier

The
solutions
presented
in this
section
provide
history
a
of the best orbit
determinationknowledgeavailable
at selectedtimes.
In addition,orbitdetermination
performance is reviewed by removing the effects of maneuver execution errors from orbit
estimates, mapping solutions to either the Venus 2 or Earth B-plane at closest approach, and
then comparing the results. Finally, parameter estimates from the trajectory reconstruction
are tabulated and discussed.

TCM Reconstruction
Trajectory
correction
maneuvers
are
routinely
reconstructed
an
in
effort
to
determine and calibratethrusterperformance.
All TCMs in theVenus 1 toEarthperiod,
includingTCM13just past theEarthflyby,havebeenreconstructed.Estimatesforthese
maneuvers, along with formal a posteriori uncertainties, are listed in Table 5. As described
previously, some of the TCMs were estimated as bum-only AVs, while others were treated as
total AVs (bum plus yaw turns and roll turn!?), depending on the availability of tracking data
through the maneuver sequence.
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Comparingtheestimated TCM values to thenominal values presented in Table 1,
magnitude errors were small for all of the TCMs and well within maneuver execution error
requirements.' The DSM had a slight overburn, with all of the other TCMs exhibiting slight
underburns. Pointing requirements were also met, although the DSM was characterized by a
was determined to becaused by abias in main engine
-0.9"pointingerror.Thiserror
p ~ i n t i n g . As
~ a result, allsubsequent main enginemaneuversequencesincludeda
set of
pointing-bias-fix turns to remove the offset.

Table 5
TCM ESTIMATES
EstimatedValues
(Magnitude, RA, DEC)
(m/s, deg,deg)

*DSM
*TCM6
*TCM7
tTCM1O
+TCM11
tTCM12
*TCM13

1-0 A Posteriori Uncertainty
(Magnitude, RA, DEC)
W s , deg,deg)

( 0.003, < 0.001, < 0.001)
(450.219,
4.832,
-2.773)
11.519,305.092,-10.696)
( 0.007,
0.042,
0.135)
0.225,
256.213,
-9.619)
( < 0.001,
0.232,
0.494)
43.485, 265.125, 44.006) tTCM9
( 0.015,
0.002,
0.009)
( 0.006,
0.016,
0.009)
5.130,
274.509,
66.091)
( 0.003,
0.003,
0.010)
36.288,
62.273,
15.436)
12.246,
292.877,
76.473)
( 0.003,
0.021,
0.004)
6.685,
76.336,
24.544)
( 0.008,
0.014,
0.118)

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

Note: Right ascension and declination are in Earth Mean Equator of 2000 coordinates.
* TCM modeled as a bum-only AV.
TCM modeled as a total AV (bum + roll tums + yaw turns).

TCM Design Support
One of the
primary
uses
of orbit
determination
results
is
for
correcting
a
For Cassini, theperioddiscussed
spacecraft'sorbit to thepredefinednominaltrajectory.
here is significant because its nominal trajectory included flybys
of the planets Venus and
Earth.Orbitdeterminationsolutionsweregenerated
to supportpreliminary
and final
designs for all of the TCMs in the Venus 1 to Earth period. The final TCM design solutions
and the uncertainties associated with them have been mapped to the Venus 2
and Earth Bplanes at closest approach (the Appendix contains a description
of the B-plane coordinate
system) and are presented as a series of plots in Figure 8 (Venus 2 approach) and Figure 9
(Earthapproach).Forreference,
TCM andflybyaimpoints
and surfaceimpactradii
for
Venus and Earth are also plotted. In Figure 8a, the offset between the V2M148D solution
(TCM6 design) and the DSM/TCM6 aimpoint represents trajectory error due
mainly to the
-0.9" pointing bias in the DSM maneuver. Figure 8b zooms in on an area closer to Venus,
where the V2M48D (TCM7 design) solution is depicted relative
to the TCM6 and TCM7
aimpoints. Figure 8c shows Cassini's closest approach to Venus based on the reconstructed
trajectory, and Figure 8d zooms in on the 1-0 uncertainty ellipse of the reconstructed flyby
point. The dimensions of the ellipse are approximately 100 m by 22 m.
Figure 9 is a similar set of plots generated for the approach to Earth. Figure 9a is a
B-plane summary of the
biased
aimpoint
approach
including
aimpoints
of TCM9
throughTCM12 and Earth'ssurfaceimpactradius.Figures9b,9c,
and 9d eachzoom-in
on an area showing a particular aimpoint and the final orbit determination solution for the
upcomingmaneuver.Figure9e
shows Cassini'sclosestapproachtoEarthbased
on the
reconstructedtrajectory, and Figure 9f zooms in ontheassociated 1-0 error ellipse, with
dimensions of about 30 m by 23 m.
Estimated values and uncertainties of the time of closest approach (TCA), a measure
of orbit uncertainties perpendicular to the B-plane, are presented
in Table 6 for the
TCM
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final design orbit determination solutions. Changes in the TCA estimates in Table 6 are due
to the execution of TCMs and are closely correlated with changes in B*T. Therefore, large
changes inB*T, such asbetween theV2M148D and V2M48Dsolutions,accountforthe
largestchanges in TCA.Similarly,the B*T values areclosefortheEM36Dand
EM22D
solutions,
resulting
in similar TCA estimates.
The
uncertainties
in TCA can be
approximately converted to downtrack position uncertainties by multiplying by the V, of
theappropriateflyby
(9.4 k d s for Venus 2 and 16.0 k d s forEarth).Thiscalculation
results in about 50 m of downtrack uncertainty in both the Venus 2 and Earth reconstructed
flybys.

Table 6
TIME OF CLOSEST APPROACH FOR SELECTED ORBIT SOLUTIONS

Orbit Determination Performance
While Figures 8 and 9areusefulfordepicting
where various orbitsolutions are
means of evaluatingorbit
positionedrelative to aimpoints, they do not provideadirect
determinationperformance.That
is, differencesbetweentrajectoryestimates and designed
aimpoints shown in Figures 8 and 9 include the effects of maneuver execution errors and
unanticipated downstream AVs acting on the spacecraft (such as anomalous RCS firings or a
safingevent), to goalong
with possibleorbitdeterminationerrors.Toevaluateorbit
8 and 9 are repeated in Figures
determination performance, the error ellipses from Figures
10 and 11, with the difference that the shifts in orbit solutions attributable to TCMs, other
AVs andshortdurationaccelerations
have beeneliminated.That
is, alldisturbances
downstream of the data cutoff time for a particular solution are modeled
with values from
the reconstructed solution, taken to be the truth model. Solutions are plotted relative
to the
trajectory reconstruction solution instead of the center of Venus or Earth. Figure loa shows
that theTCM6and
TCM7 designsolutions(V2M148D
and V2M48D, respectively)are
consistent (within 1-0) with each other and the reconstructed solution (represented
by the
‘x’ at theorigin).Thelargerellipseassociated
with theV2M148Dsolutionarises
from
uncertaintiesinestimating
IC0 activities priortoTCM6.Figure10bfocuses
inon the
V2M48Dsolution.
of thefourEarthapproachsolutions,the
Figure 11 shows thatforthreeout
reconstructedtrajectory
lies within thedelivered1-0uncertaintyellipse.The
TCMlO
designsolution(EM36D)isabout2-0fromthereconstructedtrajectory.Additional
analysis revealed that most of theEM36Dsolutionoffset
was caused by an increased
sensitivity to media calibrations.

Reconstruction of Venus 2 and Earth Flybys
Flyby trajectoriescan
be reconstructed very accurately when trackingdata
is
acquired on both the incoming and outgoing trajectory asymptotes. This
was the case for
both the Venus 2 and Earth flyby reconstructions. The reconstructed flyby point for Venus
2 was estimated to be 3,307.297 k 0.074 km B*R, -9,064.874 f 0.071 km B*T, and a time of
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closest approach of 24 June199920:29:54.892
& 0.005 UTC.
This corresponds to a
difference of only 11 km in the B-plane and 2.5 s in TCA when compared to the designed
flyby aimpoint. The reconstructed flyby point for Earth was estimated to be 167.065 ?
0.030 km B*R, 8968.915 & 0.023 km BOT,and a time of closest approach of 18 AUG 1999
03:28:25.614 & 0.003 UTC. This corresponds to a difference of only 9 km in the B-plane
and less than 1 s in TCA when compared to the designed flyby aimpoint. Two-way Doppler
and range residual plots for the reconstructed trajectories are included in Figures 12 and 13.
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Table 7
IMPULSIVE AV ESTIMATES

Note:Asterisk (*) indicates AV in Earth MeanEquator of 2000 coordinates, otherwise in spacecraft-fixed coordinates. Single
values indicate only spacecraft-fixed z-component estimated.
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Table 8
NON-GRAVITATIONALACCELERATION ESTIMATES

Note: Spacecraft-fixed coordinates. Single acceleration values indicate only spacecraft-fixed z-component estimated.
* Time constant modeled as 5 hours but not estimated for this acceleration.

Estimated parameters and formal one sigma
a posteriori uncertainties are listed in
Tables 7 and 8. Several values deserve some attention. AV events with repeated occurrences
set of these, thefive RWA
were quiteconsistent in theVenus 1 toEarthperiod.One
maintenance activity AVs, were allestimated to within 0.2 m d s of -1.2 m d s . Another
group of AVs, thenine AACS deadbandtightenings, had a mean of -2.8 mm/s with a
standard
deviation
of 0.5 m d s . This
consistency
allowed the
pre-maneuver
AACS
deadband tightenings tobe modeled in TCM design solutions (starting with TCM9) in an
effort to reduce AV errors.
Estimates of post-maneuver accelerations for the four main engine pre-Earth TCMs
varied from -9.7 x 10”’ k d s ’ to -21.6 x 10”’ kds’. Associated time constants ranged from
5.1 to 7.9 days. There does not seem to be a correlation between the size of the maneuver
and thesize of thepost-maneuveracceleration.
If furtheranalysiscoulddeterminethe
dependence of post-maneuver accelerations, they could be modeled in future TCM designs,
further reducing maneuver AV errors.
In a previous paper covering orbit determination results for the launch to Venus 1
period,’ several inconsistencies in estimated
long-term
accelerations
suggested
some
mismodeling of thoseparameters.
In particular,thez-component
of thesolarpressure
modelrepresentedafoursigmachangefromthenominal
value of 20.9 m’, and the zcomponent of the RTG radiationmodel was positive whenit should have been negative.
Theseinconsistenciesare
not presentintheVenus1
to Earthresultspresentedhere.
Specifically, the estimated z-component of the solar pressure model is within one sigma of
thenominal value, and the thez-component of the RTG radiationmodel has the proper
polarity. One reason for this is the inclusion
of solar torque modeling here which was not
included in the launch to Venus 1 modeling. Also, more variation in the heliocentric range
during the Venus 1 to Earth period allowed the RTG acceleration to be distinguished from
the solar radiation pressure acceleration.
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Venus and Earth planet corrections in radial, downtrack, and out-of-plane
coordinates are listed in Table 8. For comparison, the one sigma a priori uncertainties for
Earth and Venus are (0.01,2.25,3.20)km and (0.18,2.13,3.38) km, respectively. Only
the estimated Venus out-of-plane correction is larger than its a priori uncertainty (by about
1.3 sigma).

Table 8
VENUS AND EARTH EPHEMERIDES CORRECTION ESTIMATES
Earth
Venus

Radial(km)Crosstrack(km)Downtrack(km)
0.17
< 0.001
1.58
-0.14

2.35
4.30

CONCLUDING
REMARKS
The Venus 1 to Earth period of the Cassini mission was extremely successful, as all
orbit determination goals were met or exceeded. The spacecraft was navigated through the
Venus 2 and Earth flybys, both to within about 10 km of the desired B-plane aimpoint for
eachflyby.Maneuver
reconstructions were performed to support maneuverperformance
analyses, and orbit determination solutions were used in the design of trajectory correction
maneuvers. Modeling of post-maneuver accelerations was improved with the use of thruster
telemetry data, and repeating AV events, such as RWA maintenance activities and attitude
controldeadband tightenings, were characterized. Experience gained during this phase of
the mission will be very important in future phases of the mission as Cassini undertakes new
navigation challenges such as the Huygens probe delivery and the tour of Saturn’s system.
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APPENDIX
The B-plane, shown in Figure 12, is a plane passing through the center of the target
bodyand perpendicular to the incomingasymptote
of the hyperbolic flyby trajectory.
Coordinates in the plane are given in the R and T directions, with T being parallel to the
Earth Mean Orbital plane of 2000. The angle 8 determines the rotation of the semi-major
axis of the error ellipse in the B-plane relative to the T-axis and is measured positive righthanded about S.
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